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Abstract: We report on the measurements of the remnant magnetization, and hence critical current,
in a single crystal of YBa2 Cu4 O8 . A peak in the temperature dependence of the critical current is
observed when the external magnetic field is tilted away from the a–b planes. The observed behavior is
attributed to a thermally activated instability-driven vortex-lattice splitting or vortex chain formation.
The nature of the peak and the possibility of a thermally-activated dimensional crossover have
been discussed.
Keywords: remnant magnetization; vortex-lattice; peak effect

1. Introduction
The properties of vortex-lattice tilted with respect to the CuO2 planes (the a–b planes) of a layered
superconductor have been the subject of intense experimental and theoretical investigations [1,2].
By considering the layered nature of cuprate superconductors, Tachiki and Takahashi [3] were the
first to suggest that the modulation of the order parameter perpendicular to the CuO2 layers can trap
the vortices between the layers. The subsequent theoretical works by Feinberg [4] Blatter et al. [5],
Ivlev et al. [6], Koshelev [7,8] and Bulaevskii [9] have pointed out that pinning of vortices between
the layers occurs only when the angle θ between the CuO2 planes and the direction of the external
magnetic field H does not exceed a certain critical angle θc . Specifically, at small angles of tilt of H
with respect to the a–b planes, the vortex lines are “locked” along the layers and the z-component of
the magnetic field (Hz ) along the c-axis is screened. When the component of the internal magnetic field
along the c-axis exceeds the critical value Hlock-in , the vortex lines are “un-locked” and penetration of
Hz occurs through the formation of kinks on the vortex lines. The presence of such intrinsic pinning by
the layered structure was confirmed by the measurements of the angular dependence of the resistivity
in a magnetic field at a temperature close to Tc in a single crystal of YBa2 Cu3 O7−δ [10].
Theories of the tilted vortex lattice in anisotropic superconductors [11–13] suggest that for a certain
range of tilt angles, straight vortex lines parallel to the applied field H become unstable, leading to the
formation of two different types of interpenetrating vortex lines—one oriented approximately parallel
to the c-axis and another approximately parallel to the a–b planes. Neither of these two interpenetrating
vortex orientations is parallel to the applied field H. However, the straight vortex lines are stable when
the applied field is oriented parallel to the c-axis or the a–b planes. The effect of temperature on the
tilted vortex lattice in a layered superconductor has been explored by Machida and Kaburaki [14].
They studied this problem by performing numerical simulations of time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau
equations for the layered superconductor, where the unit cell dimension d along the c-axis is larger
than the coherence length ξc. Their simulations predict that a lattice of tilted straight-vortex lines is
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the unit cell dimension d along the c-axis is larger than the coherence length ξc. Their simulations
predict that a lattice of tilted straight-vortex lines is transformed into two vortex sub-lattices. The
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Experimental studies of such a temperature-induced instability of the vortex lattice are scarce.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the Y124 crystal showing the a–b–c crystallographic axes and the direction

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the Y124 crystal showing the a–b–c crystallographic axes and the direction
of the applied field H; (b) temperature dependence of the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) diamagnetic
of the applied field H; (b) temperature dependence of the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) diamagnetic
magnetization of Y124 crystal measured along the c- and b-axes in a field of 2 G; (c) a typical MREM
magnetization of Y124 crystal measured along the c- and b-axes in a field of 2 G; (c) a typical MREM
saturation test measurement at 10 K along c-axis; (d) temperature dependence of the ZFC remnant
saturation test measurement at 10 K along c-axis; (d) temperature dependence of the ZFC remnant
(trapped) magnetization measured along the c- and b-axes.
(trapped) magnetization measured along the c- and b-axes.
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The measurements of the temperature dependence of the remnant magnetization were done
for several different orientations of a magnetic field H: along the b-axis in the a-b planes (θ = 0◦ );
along the c-axis (θ = 90◦ ); and for H tilted towards the c-axis in approximately 2◦ ∓ 0.5◦ increments
by the angles θ of 3.5◦ , 5.5◦ , and 7.0◦ with respect to the b-axis. Remnant magnetization can be
defined as measured residual magnetization after applied field has been removed. A typical MREM
versus applied field dependence is shown in Figure 1c. We have found that an applied field around
2.2 kG is sufficient to saturate MREM at all temperatures and along all crystallographic directions.
The temperature dependence of the zero-field-cooled remnant (trapped) magnetization of Y124 for
a magnetic field oriented along the b-axis in the a–b plane and along the c-axis are presented in
Figure 1d). The high value of the c-axis remnant magnetization results from the strong pinning of
vortex lines along the c-axis. For both cases at temperatures below 70 K, the drop of the remnant
magnetization (the critical current) with an increasing temperature could be described by the empirical
formula Mrem (T ) = ae−T/T0 + b, where a, b, and T0 are constants. This empirical relationship is often
interpreted as the presence of the pinning centers with small energies [20,21]. An external magnetic
field of the order of a few kG was applied to saturate the trapped magnetization along the b- and
c-axes at all temperatures (see Figure 1c).
As the angle of the tilt between the b-axis and the applied field H is increased, dramatically different
behavior is observed. In particular, there is now an obvious peak in the temperature dependence of the
ZFC remnant magnetization (see Figure 2). To our knowledge, this behavior has not been observed
before, and is the main result of this paper. The peak’s position is the same for 3.5◦ and 5.5◦ . Increasing
the tilt angle θ from 5.5◦ to 7.0◦ causes the onset temperature to decrease and the magnitude of the
remnant magnetization to increase. The appearance of the peak in Mrem (T) suggests that the extra
vortex-lines are being trapped in the vicinity of the peak’s temperature. For 3.5◦ and 5.5◦ tilt angles,
the magnetization follows the trend of b-axis magnetization below 25 K, while for the 7◦ tilt angle,
the magnetization follows b-axis magnetization at temperatures less than 15 K. We postulate that the
formation of the peak at higher temperatures occurs when this vortex lattice becomes unstable and
induces formation of additional pinning centers at different angles. These arguments are based on
well-established ideas that were developed previously in order to explain the behavior of the tilted
vortex lattice in anisotropic superconductors [11–15]. On the other hand, based on Bulaevskii et al. [9],
γ for Y124 is too low for a combined lattice scenario [8]. This argument can be supported by the work of
Bending and Dodgson, in which the importance of the layered structure in the determination of the
vortex matter in reasonably high tilted fields for moderately anisotropic superconductors like Y124 is
negligible; hence, vortex chain realization is more likely than a combined lattice formation [15]. For us,
however, it is very difficult to interpret our data based on the available theories based on equilibrium
vortex dynamics, as our remnant magnetization measurements possibly represents non equilibrium
states. The measurements of the remnant magnetization performed for the positive and negative tilt
angle θ◦ with respect to the a–b planes revealed very similar peaks in Mrem (T). We believe, therefore,
that the peak originates from vortex-chains trapped by pinning centers most likely along the c-axis (and
not by any tilted line defects). The background, on the other hand, could result from the vortex-chains
trapped between the a–b planes along the b-axis. We attempted to separate the peaks in Mrem (T) from
the background whose temperature dependence has a form similar to that of the remnant magnetization
measured along the b-axis, that is, Mrem (T ) = ae−T/T0 + b. The results are shown in Figure 3.
The fit to these data was carried out by assuming that the peaks are formed by the trapping of
vortex segments at a certain angle between the a–b planes and the c-axis. The presence of the peak
suggests that the instability could be thermally activated over an effective barrier Ei –Ev , where Ei is an
intrinsic energy barrier that prevents the formation of the instability and Ev is the energy of a tilted
vortex line, which increases with an increasing tilt angle θ [9].
The peak’s remnant magnetization ∆Mrem (T) is proportional to the number of thermally-activated
c-axis vortex segments n(T), which increases with temperature according to the following empirical
relation:

The measurements of the temperature dependence of the remnant magnetization were done for
several different orientations of a magnetic field H: along the b-axis in the a-b planes (θ = 0°); along
the c-axis (θ = 90°); and for H tilted towards the c-axis in approximately 2° ∓ 0.5° increments by the
angles θ of 3.5°, 5.5°, and 7.0° with respect to the b-axis. Remnant magnetization can be defined as
measured residual magnetization after applied field has been removed. A typical MREM versus
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magnetization measurements possibly represents non equilibrium states. The measurements of the
remnant magnetization performed for the positive and negative tilt angle θ° with respect to the a–b
planes revealed very similar peaks in Mrem(T). We believe, therefore, that the peak originates from
vortex-chains trapped by pinning centers most likely along the c-axis (and not by any tilted line
defects). The background, on the other hand, could result from the vortex-chains trapped between
the a–b planes along the b-axis. We attempted to separate the peaks in Mrem(T) from the background
whose temperature dependence has a form similar to that of the remnant magnetization measured
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As the angle of the tilt between the b-axis and the applied field H is increased, dramatically
different behavior is observed. In particular, there is now an obvious peak in the temperature
dependence of the ZFC remnant magnetization (see Figure 2). To our knowledge, this behavior has
not been observed before, and is the main result of this paper. The peak's position is the same for 3.5°
and 5.5°. Increasing the tilt angle θ from 5.5° to 7.0° causes the onset temperature to decrease and the
magnitude of the remnant magnetization to increase. The appearance of the peak in Mrem (T)
suggests that the extra vortex-lines are being trapped in the vicinity of the peak's temperature. For
3.5° and 5.5° tilt angles, the magnetization follows the trend of b-axis magnetization below 25 K,
while for the 7° tilt angle, the magnetization follows b-axis magnetization at temperatures less than
15 K. We postulate that the formation of the peak at higher temperatures occurs when this vortex
lattice becomes unstable and induces formation of additional pinning centers at different angles.
These arguments are based on well-established ideas that were developed previously in order to
explain the behavior of the tilted vortex lattice in anisotropic superconductors [11–15]. On the other
hand, based on Bulaevskii et al. [9], γ for Y124 is too low for a combined lattice scenario [8]. This
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The peak's remnant magnetization ΔMrem(T) is proportional to the number of
thermally-activated c-axis vortex segments n(T), which increases with temperature according to the
following empirical relation:
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the free energy minimum of the tilted straight vortex-line lattice from those of the two split vortex
sub-lattices or vortex chains. The straight vortex lattice tilted at a certain angle θ appears to be more
stable at low temperatures below the peak’s maximum. At higher temperatures, however, the two split
interpenetrating vortex sub-lattices or vortex chains are more stable, which could be attributed to a loss
of the condensation energy between the layers [14] with an increasing temperature. This could cause a
shift of the energy minima of the two vortex sub-lattices to below that of the straight vortex-line lattice.
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So far, the vortex-tilt induced maxima in the temperature dependence of the remnant magnetization
have not been observed in YBa2 Cu3 O7−δ (Y123) and Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 Ox crystals. The anisotropy parameter
γ ≈ 7 for Y123 may be too low for the vortex instability to be formed. It is close to the threshold
value of the anisotropy parameter necessary to trigger the vortex instability, according to a theory of
Sudbo et al. [11]. On the other hand, very high γ for BSCCO crystals could make the vortex lattice
splitting energetically favorable at all temperatures. It would be, however, worthwhile to perform
new measurements of the temperature dependence of the remnant magnetization for magnetic fields
applied at small angles to the a–b planes in these systems as well as in the iron-arsenide based layered
superconductors [22].
We would like to note here that there is no direct relationship between the observed tilted
vortex-line instability and the anomalous maximum in the temperature dependence of the critical
current (known as a “peak effect”), which occurs in the vicinity of the superconductor-to-normal-metal
transition in type-II superconductors, such as NbSe2 and YBa2 Cu3 O7−δ [23,24]. It is believed that the
“peak effect” is the result of a strong vortex pinning induced by the vortex-lattice softening prior to
the vortex-lattice melting close to Tc. An increase of the vortex pinning at the “peak” causes a more
efficient shielding of the penetrating field by a superconducting sample, which results in the rise of the
diamagnetic magnetization. This type of a critical current anomaly is also present in our YBa2 Cu4 O8
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crystal (see Figure 4). However, in contrast to the peak caused by the tilted vortex-line instability, the
“peak effect” is nearly independent of the magnetic field tilt angle. Another known type of “peak
effect”
in 4,
type-II
is the so-called fishtail effect or second peak in the magnetization.
Condens. Matter
2019,
x FOR superconductors
PEER REVIEW
6 of 8
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the vortex lines; hence, interaction between the vortex lines increases. At large enough fields, such
a strong interaction will counteract the pinning forces and results in a decrease in magnetization of
the specimen. However, in certain superconductors such as YBCO (Y123) [25], BISCCO [26], iron
based superconductors [27], and NbSe2 [28], the additional increase in the external magnetic field
will lead to an increase in the magnetization of the specimen. This behavior is known as a second
peak in magnetization or the fish tail effect. The origin of the fish tail effect in type-II superconductors
is still under debate. A wide spectrum of vortex dynamical mechanisms including crossover from
elastic to plastic (E–P) vortex creep, vortex order–disorder phase transition, vortex lattice structural
phase transition (VL), surface barrier, vortex clustering, and so on, were suggested to explain the fish
tail effect [29–34]. On the basis of several previous works, we can conclude that the vortex dynamics
of Y124 are complex, especially in the 30–60 K range [31,32,35–37]. The shape of the second peak
in the magnetization is not typical compared with the ones observed in Y123 (see Figure 5). In this
temperature range, the peaks are very asymmetric and the field sweep direction is important. Relevant
to our observations, Zech et al. studied the relaxation behavior of the remnant magnetization of the
Y124 as a function of orientation angle between the c-axis and ab-plane [35]. This study revealed a
prominent 2D to 3D dimensional crossover in the range of 30–60 K [35]. In the low temperature range
(T < 40 K), remnant magnetization relaxes towards the c-axis direction, irrespective of the rotation
Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) diamagnetic magnetization
angle though a thermally activated process. However, at temperatures higher than 40 K, the system
measured in a field of 2 G for H tilted towards the c-axis by an angle θ of 3.5°, 5.5°, and 7.0° with
behaves like a 3D anisotropic superconductor and remnant magnetization rotates towards a–b plane.
respect to the b-axis. It shows an enhancement of the magnetization (a ``peak effect'') close to Tc. The
It is noteworthy to mention that the observed peaks in the remnant magnetization of our specimen
inset shows the corresponding diamagnetic magnetization measured along the c-axis.
appear within the temperature range of 30–60 K. Hence, thermally-activated dimensional cross over
may play a role in the observed behavior.
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Figure 5. Magnetic field dependence of the magnetization measured along the c-axis at different temperatures.

Figure 5. Magnetic field dependence of the magnetization measured along the c-axis at different
temperatures.

3. Materials and Methods
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3. Materials and Methods
The experiments were performed on a crystallographically well-oriented bar-shaped single-crystal
of YBa2 Cu4 O8 (Y124). The standard measurements of the temperature dependence of the diamagnetic
and the remnant magnetizations were performed with a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design) and
a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). The magnetization was measured in the direction of the
applied field. The Y124 single crystal was grown by the high-pressure flux method [15]. A bar-shaped
sample with dimensions along the a–b–c axes of approximately 0.5 × 1.6 × 0.1 mm3 (see Figure 1a) was
chosen for these studies.
4. Conclusions
In summary, we investigated the peak in the temperature dependence of the remnant magnetization
of the Y124 crystal subjected to a magnetic field tilted towards the c-axis at small angles relative to the
b-axis (the a–b planes). The peak is absent when the field is oriented along the c- or b-axes. The peak
was attributed to the thermally activated vortex-lattice instability that produces vortex segments
aligned along the c-axis. In anisotropic superconductors such as the material under study, the relaxation
process at arbitrary angles of the external magnetic field (not parallel to the crystallographic axes) is
complex because of the temperature-dependent coupling strength between neighboring layers, and
hence is difficult to model. We believe that our findings may stimulate the development of theories to
explain the effect of temperature on the vortex-matter in tilted magnetic fields.
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